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FINE ART
A MYERS PARK HOMEOWNER TAKES CUES A MYERS PARK HOMEOWNER TAKES CUES 

FROM HER IMPRESSIVE ART COLLECTION TO FROM HER IMPRESSIVE ART COLLECTION TO 
TRANSFORM HER ONE-TIME TRADITIONAL HOME.TRANSFORM HER ONE-TIME TRADITIONAL HOME.
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Interior Design by Mary Tobias Miller | Text by Blake Miller | Photography by Dustin Peck

A neutral gray grasscloth by 
Thibaut in the living room serves 

as the ideal foundation for the 
homeowner’s art collection. The 

photograph titled Brigitte Bardot, 
Spain by Terry O’Neill is a dramatic 

centerpiece to the entire space.
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The upstairs hallway features some of 
the homeowner’s most significant pieces 

of art, including the Picasso at the end 
of the hallway. The two pieces along the 
walkway, Gothic Run Riot and Billy’s First 

Portrait of God, are by artist Julian Schnabel. 
OPPOSITE: Miller custom designed this 
oversized sofa with chaise swathed in a 

luxurious fabric by Romo to fit right into 
the nook by the window. The color palette 

from the room was drawn from the artwork 
of artist Tom Wesselmann.
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T
he homeowner knew exactly what she 
wanted. After moving to Charlotte from New 
York to be closer to her daughter and grand-
children, the successful businesswoman 
purchased a home in Myers Park. Built in 
2007, the traditional home was in need of an 

uplift. And while the homeowner doesn’t have a background 
in interior design, she does have an affinity for artwork, 
which drove many of the design decisions she made.

 After living in the home for some time, learning its 
nuances and how she wanted to live in each space, she was 
ready to begin the renovation process. To start, she reached 
out to contractor Kurt Lovekamp. “Kurt has such a diverse 
background,” she says. “He has a great vision for things, 

too. I would tell him that I wanted a staircase here or a 
wall removed there, and he was able to see exactly what I 
wanted.” What she wanted was a more open, seamless layout 
where every inch of the home had a function and purpose. 
The home also needed to showcase her growing art collection. 
“I decided to expand my art collection so that I could use it 
as a vehicle to teach my grandchildren about art and artists,” 
she explains. “I want them to be able to walk through the 
home and learn something about art.”

After major tweaks to the layout with the addition of a 
back stairway, a kitchen renovation, and other structural 
changes, the homeowner was at the point where she needed 
to work on the interiors. Though she knew what she wanted 
the interiors to look like just as she knew what architectural 
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Miller pulled colors from the nearby living 
room’s artwork via the pillows by Missoni and 
Jim Thompson that accent the custom designed 
banquette in a Romo fabric. The chandelier by 
Linea Murano adds a touch a glamour to the space. 

TOP: While the kitchen was clean and elegant, Miller thought it lacked 
softness. To warm the room, she added the playful Worlds Away brass-
accented stools covered in a Mongolian fur and the cowhide rug.
  
BOTTOM: Miller pulled colors from the nearby living room’s artwork via 
the pillows by Missoni and Jim Thompson that accent the custom designed 
banquette in a Romo fabric. The chandelier by Linea Murano adds a touch a 
glamour to the space.

OPPOSITE: The impressive art in the living room, by artist David Hockney, 
is accented by Mr. Brown sconces. “I wanted to enhance the artwork, not 
detract from it,” Miller says of the design choice.
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uplifts she envisioned, she also knew she needed a profes-
sional’s input, not to mention help with sourcing furniture, 
fabrics, and more. To assist her, she enlisted the help of 
interior designer Mary Tobias Miller, who owns Abode Home 
in Dilworth, which is where, years earlier, the homeowner 
had first met the designer. “I’d purchased a chair from Mary 
years ago,” she says. “So she was one of the first people I 
thought of to help me with the interior design.”

From the start, Miller could see her client’s vision, one 
in which the interior design centered around her art collec-
tion. “The artwork has a very big personality,” Miller says, 

“so we decided that the interiors should acquiesce to her art 
collection as opposed to compete with it.” The living room 
was one such space where the furnishings, such as the Linea 
Murano glass chandelier, would play a supporting role to the 
artwork, which would be the centerpiece. “I love black-and-
white images of people and faces,” says the homeowner of 
the Terry O’Neill photograph that hangs above the sofa. “The 
homeowner knew she wanted a gray grasscloth in the living 
room, as well,” Miller says, “so we added a neutral option 
by Thibaut that really allows the artwork to pop.” Opposite, a 
dramatic piece by artist David Hockney is framed by Mr. Brown 
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The artwork serves as the inspiration for the 
design in the dining room/salon. Maasai 
Woman and Child, Africa, a black-and-white 
photograph by artist Herb Ritts, is a major 
focal point, while the stunning chandelier 
by Linea Murano plays a supporting role. 
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In the office, the homeowner 
pulled together a variety of pieces 

she’s collected over the years, 
including the large screen that she 

acquired back in 1983. The more 
modern chairs in hot pink were 

purchased at Slate Interiors.
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During a trip to China, the homeowner 
met with a colorist who custom designed 
the eye-catching wallpaper in the master 
bedroom. To complement it, Miller 
custom designed the bed and rails, which 
are covered in a luxe velvet by Romo. 
OPPOSITE: During her travels abroad, the 
homeowner became enamored with Italian 
bathrooms, which featured marble from 
top to bottom. To replicate that in her own 
home, she enlisted Instyle Charlotte to help 
fabricate the marble floor and walls as well 
as the custom-designed sink.
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sconces “to enhance the artwork,” Miller says, “not detract 
from it.”

Similarly, in the dining room, artwork would play the 
lead role in the interiors with a stunning black-and-white 
photograph by artist Herb Ritts called Maasai Woman and 
Child, Africa. The peek-through to the hallway provides a pop 
of color through three works by artist Alex Katz called Brisk 
Day I, II and III. Upstairs in the reading room, the homeowner 
wanted a cozy place to curl up with a book, so Miller custom 
designed the sofa swathed in a luxe velvet by Romo to com-
plement the artwork of artist Tom Wesselmann.

The kitchen, however, is one space where the homeown-
er’s impressive art collection didn’t influence the design. 
“The space just really needed to be softened,” says Miller of 
the all-white kitchen, which the homeowner had previously  
renovated. Brass-accented counter stools covered in a  

Mongolian fur by Worlds Away “add a softness to offset the 
hard surfaces,” the designer says.

Originally, the home had three different dining areas, 
including the space adjacent to the kitchen. The homeowner 
wanted it transformed into a lounging area where she could 
relax and read, so Miller custom designed the banquette 
swathed in a Romo fabric so that it tucked right into the 
awkwardly shaped space. “My client wanted it to be com-
fortable enough to sit and read, but she also didn’t want to 
impair the view,” Miller says. 

Today, the homeowner looks at her home as a constant 
work in progress as she continues to add to her art col-
lection. “The more that I add, the more the interiors will 
morph,” she says. The one constant, though, is drawing 
inspiration from her art collection. “The driving force in my 
home’s design will always be my artwork.” u


